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Overview

Purpose
This document aims to introduce key features and technical information for the QNAP 

Enterprise ZFS NAS and QES operating system. However, detailed specifications and step-
by-step guidance may not be included in this whitepaper. Refer to your NAS model’s user 
guide, QES User Guide or other Tutorials if needed.

Target audience
This document is intended for IT personnel, system architects, and administrators responsible 

for deploying and managing enterprise-scale storage environments. It is assumed that readers 
have basic IT knowledge. 

http://docs.qnap.com
https://www.qnap.com/en/how-to/tutorial/enterprise-zfs-nas
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About the Enterprise ZFS NAS
The QNAP Enterprise ZFS NAS Series is designed for high-end enterprise IT environments. It 
features dual active controllers with Intel® Xeon® D processors for High Availability (HA). It 

supports SAS 12Gb/s and both controllers have four 10GbE SFP+ LAN ports, eight RDIMM 
slots (supporting up to 512 GB of memory), two M.2 SSD slots for configuring SSD caching, 
and its scalable design supports up to 1 PB of storage capacity. 

Featuring a dual active-active controller architecture, the Enterprise ZFS NAS Series ensures 
near-zero downtime high availability. Battery-protected DRAM write to cache data protection 
and flash read acceleration reduces the risk of losing write cache data, and industry-leading 
random-access performance accelerates operations in virtual machine environments. PCIe 
slots support 10GbE/ 40GbE network cards to boost virtualization, media streaming, and other 
bandwidth-demanding applications. By leveraging the QDA-SA 6Gbps SAS to SATA drive 

adapter, the Enterprise ZFS NAS Series allows the use of a SATA 6Gb/s drives in SAS drive 

bays, enabling SATA SSDs to share the SAS dual-port advantages for fault-tolerant enterprise 
storage environment and assisting organizations to establish a high-performance yet cost-
effective all-flash storage system.

The Enterprise ZFS NAS Series uses the ZFS-based QES operating system that provides 

reliable data protection, recovery, and business-class features to assist businesses in 
accelerating mission-critical services and tackling the challenges of VDI applications. QES 
is optimized for all-flash storage arrays and performs efficient data reduction with inline data 
deduplication and inline data compression. Other advanced business features including self-
healing for silent data corruption, near-unlimited snapshots for iSCSI LUN and shared folders, 
SnapSync to accelerate remote backups, and storage QoS (Quality of Service) to ensure 

consistent primary storage performance.

The Enterprise ZFS NAS Series supports VMware®, Microsoft® and Citrix® virtualization, and 
SnapSync supports VMware Site Recovery Manager (SRM) to offer enterprise-class remote 
backup & disaster recovery solution for virtual applications. From QES 2.1.0, support has been 

added for iSER to optimize VMware performance, and for OpenStack® Cinder and Manila 
file sharing services, providing businesses with a flexible, easy-to-use, and low-cost storage 
solution for OpenStack environments.

The Enterprise ZFS NAS Series is a high-performance and high-availability storage solution. 
Whether being used as a mission-critical file server, virtualization server, VDI, medium-sized 
data center, video streaming, surveillance storage, and efficient file backup & recovery, the 
Enterprise ZFS NAS Series achieves service-level agreements for performance and uptime.

https://www.qnap.com/go/product/qda-sa
https://www.qnap.com/qes/2.1.0/en/
https://www.qnap.com/go/solution/iser/
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Availability refers to the ability of users to access system services. If a user cannot access 

the system, it is unavailable from the user’s point of view. Generally, downtime is used to 

refer to periods when a system is unavailable. In modern IT environments, every minute 

of downtime has the potential to severely disrupt everyday tasks and to hinder business 

operations – making it essential for businesses and enterprises to obtain reliable storage 

solutions. That’s why high-availability solutions are key to enterprise storage. 

Active-Active Architecture
The Enterprise ZFS NAS Series adopts dual-controller architecture. Each storage controller 
consists of identical CPUs, memory, disk controllers, expansion card slots, fans, and network 
ports. Both storage controllers can access every disk installed in the NAS. The storage 

controllers communicate with each other internally using a non-transparent bridge (NTB) 

through a common backplane.

 

Active-Active means that both storage controllers are online simultaneously and work 

together to provide networking and data storage using protocols such as SMB/CIFS, NFS, 
and iSCSI. If a storage controller fails, the other storage controller immediately takes over 
ownership of storage pools, tasks, and IP addresses from the failed controller, ensuring no 

interruptions to NAS services.

With two HA systems you are paying twice the price 

and causing a load imbalance as workloads are only 

processed on the active system. A power outage 

could cause data loss, and the disconnected network 

invalidates the HA architecture.

Both controllers can carry traffic, along with Copy-To-
Flash protection against power failure and the dual-
path SAS interface. Besides conserving computing 

resources, a high-speed, uninterrupted, and high-
availabil i ty storage service is also provided via 

communication protocols such as SMB, NFS and iSCSI.
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High availability also applies to SAS expansion enclosures. By using a dual-path connection 
(as illustrated in the figure below) storage downtime due to expansion unit failure or cable 
disconnection is prevented.

Benefits of Active-Active Dual Controller NAS architecture: 
• Near-zero downtime: Automatic storage controller takeover in the event of hardware failure 

and during firmware updates.
• Hardware redundancy without idle hardware.

• Reduced cost and power consumption: No need for two NAS devices with two sets of 
disks.

• No network dependencies for communication and data transfer between storage 

controllers.

• Load balancing: I/O can be distributed by creating multiple storage pools and distributing 
pool ownership between the two storage controllers.

• High-availability for SAS expansion units when connected to both storage controllers using 
dual-path cabling.

Figure 1: Dual-path connection for SAS expansion enclosures
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MPIO for iSCSI High Availability
The Enterprise ZFS NAS Series supports connections from multiple hosts with multiple-port 
configurations in iSCSI Storage-area Network (SAN) environments and utilizes standard 
Ethernet infrastructure. This allows connecting a host computer running a Windows server-
class operating system with integrated Multipath I/O (MPIO) support. Multipath solutions 
employ a redundant network infrastructure to create interconnecting paths between the server, 

network and storage device. The alternative paths of the redundant network infrastructure 

allow for continued access if one or more of these network devices fail. 

If supported by your system environment, it is recommended to use MPIO to connect the NAS 
(especially for virtual services) as it can significantly increase system efficiency and stability. 
Each storage controller should be connected using such redundant network infrastructure to 

ensure uninterrupted access to storage. For more information on deploying MPIO, refer to the 
following tutorial:

https://www.qnap.com/en/how-to/tutorial/article/configuring-microsoft-iscsi-storage-with-qnap-
enterprise-class-es-nas

Firmware Rolling Update
The Enterprise ZFS NAS Series supports rolling updates. When one controller is updating, 

the other controller takes over to avoid service interruption. The system passes control from 

the primary controller to the secondary controller, and then restarts. After restarting, the NAS 

passes control back to the primary controller. This process ensures that services remain 

running during firmware updates. 

https://www.qnap.com/en/how-to/tutorial/article/configuring-microsoft-iscsi-storage-with-qnap-enterprise-class-es-nas
https://www.qnap.com/en/how-to/tutorial/article/configuring-microsoft-iscsi-storage-with-qnap-enterprise-class-es-nas
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Checksum & Self-Healing
Data corruption happens when a bit or a set of bits is unintentionally changed. Silent data 

corruption is where the data corruption is not detected. In general, the expected Bit Error 
Rate (BER) for an Enterprise-class drive is about 10-15, which means there will be (on 

average) one bit error per 113 TB of data. This probability may seem minor, but in enterprise 

environments with vast data generation and storage, it remains a high risk for data integrity. 

Designed with a focus on data integrity, the Enterprise ZFS NAS Series uses ZFS end-to-
end checksums to detect and correct silent data corruption caused by hardware defects, bugs 

in firmware, or metadata errors. QES computes the checksum in the form of a hash tree for 

each block. When reading a block, QES compares it against its checksum. If the block does 

not match the expected checksum, QES determines which disk returned bad data, and then 
repairs the corruption using correct data from a redundant copy. The concept is shown in the 

figure below. 

Application

ZFS RAID

Application

ZFS RAID

Application

ZFS RAID

Data Protection

In addition to the availability of the storage device itself, as the amount of data stored within 

enterprises can grow exponentially, preventing data corruption, compromise and loss 
becomes even more crucial. The Enterprise ZFS NAS Series features various backup and 

disaster recovery solutions that ensure data can be restored quickly in the event of corruption, 
loss, or accidental deletion or modification.

Figure 2: Self-Healing ensures data integrity and reliability
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Pool Scrubbing
QES uses ZFS checksums and self-healing to verify and fix corrupt blocks every time a block 
is read. QES also supports Pool Scrubbing which can be run manually or automatically on 

a schedule to ensure that even infrequently used blocks are checked to prevent silent data 
corruption. 

Scrubbing a storage pool scans the file system of each RAID group in the pool by reading all 
data blocks stored on the pool, and then verifies them using previously calculated checksums 
stored in the pool metadata. A periodic check of the data stored in the pool ensures that 

corrupted blocks are recovered before they are needed. 

Pool Scrub is not required after an unclean shutdown, but is recommended to run one at 
least once every three months. As the Pool Scrub may impact system performance, it is 

recommended to schedule scrubbing tasks during off-peak or non-working hours.

Write Journaling
QES adopts the ZFS write journaling mechanism that tracks file changes not-yet-committed 
to the file system by recording the intentions of these changes into a log, known as a journal. 
In the event of a system crash or power failure, QES checks the journal logs and applies the 

scheduled changes, ensuring that the file system is quickly restored with a lower chance of 
data corruption.

Copy-on-Write (COW)
QES adopts the ZFS Copy-on-Write transactional object model. Unlike a traditional file 

system, when data is overwritten on ZFS, the new data is written to a different free block 

rather than overwriting the old data in place. When this write is completed, ZFS updates the 

metadata to point to the new location, and frees up the old block so that modifying this block 

won’t consume any more disk space. 

The figure below shows the Copy-on-Write process. ZFS uses a hash tree structure for 
checksums to verify data integrity. When a data block is updated, the checksum hash tree 

will also be updated. All hashes starting with the child block, and all its parent nodes must 

be updated with the new hash. The green blocks shows the new copy of the data, which is 

located elsewhere on the file system, and the parent hash nodes are updated to point to the 
new block locations.
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NVRAM Write Cache & Copy to Flash (C2F)
Enterprise ZFS NAS Series uses M.2 SSD as cache for Copy to Flash (C2F) backup. If 

a power outage occurs, cached data stored in the DRAM will be written to the backup M.2 
SSD using the power provided by a hot-swappable Battery Backup Unit (BBU). After normal 
power is resumed and the system is restarted, logs, archives and other important data will 

be reconstructed based on the data stored in the M.2 SSD. This ensures data integrity after 
power outages.

Multiple RAID Options (up to Triple Parity Protection)
RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks) is a data storage technology that combines 

multiple physical disks into one or more logical units for the purposes of data redundancy and/

or performance improvement. Data is distributed across the disks in one of several ways (called 

RAID levels or RAID types) depending on the required level of redundancy and performance. 
RAID types are identified by their number (for example RAID 0 or RAID 1). RAID types other 
than RAID 0 provide protection against unrecoverable sector read errors and from failure of 
individual physical disks.

QES adopts the ZFS-based RAID-Z. This refined variation of standard RAID provides better 
distribution of parity and eliminates the “RAID 5 write hole” in which data and parity information 
may become inconsistent after unexpected restarts. For simplicity and consistency with other 
QNAP products, QES uses “RAID” followed by the RAID level in its user interface, rather than 
using ZFS terms such as RAID-Z. The below table refers to the available RAID types in QES. 

In the event of a system crash or 

power failure, the original file content 
is still available and the incomplete 

wr i te  data is  d iscarded.  When 

combined with write journaling, the 

copy-on-write model ensures that 
users can still find the most-recent 
data before the latest write operation.

COW indirect blocks Rewrite uberblock (atomic) 

Initial block tree COW some blocks 

Figure 3: Copy-on-Write model
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RAID Type
Number of 

Disks

Disk Failure 

Tolerance
Description

RAID 0 

(Stripe)
≥ 1 0

•  Disks are combined together using striping.

•  RAID 0 provides the highest read/write 

speeds and uses the total capacity of all 

the disks.

•  Provides no protection against disk failure.

RAID 1 

(Mirror) 2 1

•  An identical copy of data is stored on each 

disk. If one disk fails, data can still be read 

from the other disk.

•  Only half of the total capacity can be used.

•  RAID 1 is suitable for storing important 

data.

RAID 5 

(RAIDZ1) ≥ 3 1

•  Data and parity information are striped 

across all disks.

•  The capacity of one disk is lost to store 

parity information.

•  Striping means read speeds are increased 

with each additional disk.

•  Provides a good balance between data 

protection and speed.

•  Ideal for databases and transaction-based 

applications.

Important:
To avoid risking simultaneous disk failure and 

long rebuild times, you should not use more 

than 9 disks in RAID 5. For 10 or more disks, 

use RAID 50.

RAID 6 

(RAIDZ2) ≥ 4 2

•  Data and parity information are striped 

across all disks.

•  The capacity of two disks are lost to store 

parity information.

•  Recommended for critical data protection, 

business and  general storage use. It 

provides high disk failure protection and 

read performance.

Important:
To avoid risking simultaneous disk failure and 

long rebuild times, you should not use more 

than 16 disks in RAID 6. For 17 or more disks, 

use RAID 60.
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RAID Type
Number of 

Disks

Disk Failure 

Tolerance
Description

RAID 10 

(Mirror + Stripe)

≥ 4  
(Must be an 

even number)

1 per pair of 
disks

•  Every two disks are paired using RAID 1. 

Then all pairs are striped using RAID 0.

•  Excellent random read and write speeds 

and high failure protection, but half the total 

disk capacity is lost.

•  Recommended for applications that require 

high performance and fault tolerance, such 

as databases.

RAID 50 

(RAIDZ1 + 
Stripe)

≥ 6 1 per disk 
subgroup

•  Multiple RAID 5 groups are striped to form 

one RAID 50 group.

•  Better failure protection and faster rebuild 

times than RAID 5. More storage capacity 

than RAID 10.

•  Recommended for applications that require 

high fault tolerance, capacity, and random-

access performance.

RAID 60 

(RAIDZ2 + 
Stripe)

≥8 2 per disk 

subgroup

•  Multiple RAID 6 groups are striped to form 

one RAID 60 group.

•  Better failure protection and faster rebuild 

time than RAID 6. More storage capacity 

than RAID 10.

•  Recommended if you need higher fault 

tolerance than RAID 50.

Triple Mirror 3 2

•  An identical copy of data is stored on three 

disks.

•  There is no degradation in performance 

when the RAID group is being rebuilt.

•  Read  performance is inc reased , but 

capacity is greatly decreased.

•  Triple Mirror is suitable for storing critical 

data.

RAID-TP 

(Triple Parity, 

RAIDZ3)
≥ 5 3

•  Data and parity information are striped 

across all disks.

•  The capacity of three disks are lost to store 

parity information, which protects against 

three disk failures.

•  RAID-TP adds an extra level of redundancy 

over RAID 6.
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Global Hot Spare
A global spare disk acts as a hot spare for all RAID groups. In normal conditions, the disk 
is unused and does not store any data. If a disk in any RAID group fails, the hot spare disk 
automatically replaces the failed disk to prevent data from being lost. In QES, every unused 

disk that is initialized and has the status Ready is considered to be a global hot spare. 

Snapshots
Snapshots protect data by recording the state of a shared folder or LUN at a specific point in 
time. The Copy-on-Write (COW) design allows QES to take snapshots nearly instantaneously, 
frequently (the minimum interval is every 5 minutes), and store a large number of snapshots (up 
to 65,535) without requiring much disk space. 

Snapshots can be mounted as read-only to recover previous file versions. QES also allows 
rolling back entire shared folders or LUNs to undo all changes made since the snapshot 

was taken. Snapshots do not take much space, but when data is deleted, the blocks are 

not reclaimed as free space until it is no longer referenced by the shared folder, LUN or any 

snapshots.

Predictive S.M.A.R.T. Migration
QES periodically checks each NAS disk for signs that it may fail soon. If S.M.A.R.T. errors 

are detected on a disk or if an SSD has exceeded its endurance limit, QES issues a warning 
notification and then starts migrating data from the disk to a spare disk. After the migration 
is finished, the spare replaces the failing disk in the RAID group. This process reduces the 
likelihood of an actual disk failure and also avoids performance impact resulting from a failing 

drive. In QES this feature is enabled by default but can be disabled.

TLER/ERC Timer
If a disk encounters a read or write error, it may become unresponsive while its firmware 

attempts to correct the error. QES might interpret this unresponsiveness as a disk failure. 

Enabling the TLER/ERC timer ensures that the disk is given time to recover from a read or 
write error before QES marks it as failed and initiates a RAID group rebuild.

This setting is also known as Error Recovery Control (ERC), Time-limited Error Recovery 

(TLER) or Command Completion Time Limit (CCTL). You should specify values based on 

recommendations by the disk manufacturer.
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Figure 4 shows how snapshots record the original state of a shared folder or LUN without 

needing much disk space. Instead of creating an exact copy of the shared folder using 
additional disk space, when a snapshot is created, this snapshot and the shared folder 

reference the same data blocks. When blocks are modified (Block C in Figure 4), QES creates 
new blocks (Block C’ in Figure 4) to store the modified data, and changes the reference link of 
the shared folder to make it point to the new block’s location. The snapshot still references the 
old blocks - which will not be removed until they are not referenced by the shared folder or any 
snapshots.

Before After

Modify block C

A B C D

Shared Folder

Snapshot

A B C D

Shared Folder

Snapshot

C'

Figure 4: Copy-on-Write (COW) mechanism makes highly efficient Snapshots
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For more information on using SnapSync, refer to the following tutorial:
https://www.qnap.com/en/how-to/tutorial/article/remote-replicate-iscsi-lun-and-shared-folder-
using-snapsync-on-qnap-enterprise-storage

Figure 5: Scheduled & Real-time SnapSync replication

SnapSync
Besides common file transfer utilities like rsync, QES supports the block-level SnapSync for 

remote snapshot backups. SnapSync is a block-level replication utility that enables backing up 
files from one NAS to another using snapshots. Based on Copy-on-Write and snapshots, the 
replication is incremental and only sends blocks that have changed between the snapshots. 

With incremental replication, the same data is never sent twice. SnapSync recovery times are 

also faster than other methods because restoration only requires a full backup and the last 
differential backup.

QES supports setting a SnapSync schedule or using the real-time mode, meaning whenever a 
change is made to the files in the target storage space, a remote replication will be processed. 
Disaster recovery can be performed through SnapSync to minimize impact from site failure, as 
data can be immediately retrieved from the remote backup site.

https://www.qnap.com/en/how-to/tutorial/article/remote-replicate-iscsi-lun-and-shared-folder-using-snapsync-on-qnap-enterprise-storage
https://www.qnap.com/en/how-to/tutorial/article/remote-replicate-iscsi-lun-and-shared-folder-using-snapsync-on-qnap-enterprise-storage
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With increasingly stringent regulations on how information is stored, many countries require 
government agencies, financial institutions, and healthcare providers to comply with strict data 
archiving regulations. Many of these require storage systems to not tamper with archived data. 
To meet the security requirements of enterprise storage, QES provides WORM (Write Once, 

Read Many) functionality to help retain important organizational information. WORM is used 
to avoid modification of saved data. Figure 6 shows that after this feature is enabled, data in 
shared folders can only be written, and cannot be deleted or modified permanently or during 
the retention periods, to ensure data security.

WORM is essential for photos, contracts, financial reports, emails, employee information, and 
other important documents that should not be modified. In some professional fields, massive 
data must be analyzed, and huge amounts of real-time data must be recorded and tracked. 
WORM technology is ideal for protecting these records.

For more information on using WORM with Windows and Linux, refer to the following tutorials:
https://www.qnap.com/en/how-to/tutorial/article/use-qnap-enterprise-storage-es-nas-to-create-
worm-shared-folder-windows

https://www.qnap.com/en/how-to/tutorial/article/use-qnap-enterprise-storage-es-nas-to-create-
worm-shared-folder-linux

Figure 6: WORM

Encryption
Shared folders and LUNs on the NAS can be encrypted with 256-bit AES encryption. The 

encrypted shared folders or LUNs can only be accessed with the authorized password. The 
encryption feature protects the confidential data of the folder from unauthorized access even if 
the disk or the entire NAS were stolen.

https://www.qnap.com/en/how-to/tutorial/article/use-qnap-enterprise-storage-es-nas-to-create-worm-shared-folder-windows
https://www.qnap.com/en/how-to/tutorial/article/use-qnap-enterprise-storage-es-nas-to-create-worm-shared-folder-windows
https://www.qnap.com/en/how-to/tutorial/article/use-qnap-enterprise-storage-es-nas-to-create-worm-shared-folder-linux
https://www.qnap.com/en/how-to/tutorial/article/use-qnap-enterprise-storage-es-nas-to-create-worm-shared-folder-linux
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Unified Storage with Flexible Space Management 
Architecture
The Enterprise ZFS NAS is unified storage which can serve as a NAS for file sharing via CIFS/
SMB, NFS and FTP/FTPS, and also as a SAN for block-level data storage via iSCSI. The 
QES Storage Manager utility uses a flexible storage space management architecture, which 
is divided into three layers: disks, storage pools, and shared folders / LUNs, as shown in 

Figure 7.

Storage Manageability & 

Efficiency
Enterprise IT needs easy-to-manage and capacity-efficient storage that satisfies multiple 
requirements. Every minute saved on managing the storage and every byte saved in the 
storage space lead to cost savings. 

Shared Folder

01

LUN

01

Shared Folder

03

LUN

03

Shared Folder

04

LUN

04

Shared Folder

05

LUN

05

Shared Folder

06

LUN
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Shared Folder

02

LUN
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RAID Group
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RAID Group
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SSD

HDD/

SSD

HDD/

SSD

HDD/

SSD
SSD SSD

HDD/

SSD

Figure 7: Flexible Storage Space Management Architecture
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Quota Management
QES supports setting folder quotas, user quotas, and group quotas. A folder quotas limits 
the amount of data stored in a shared folder and all of its descendants, including snapshots, 

subfolders, and snapshots of subfolders. If a folder quota is not set, the maximum capacity 
of the shared folder will be equal to that of the parent storage pool. A user quota limits the 
amount of storage space that can be used by a specific user, and a group quota limits the 
amount of storage space that can be used by a specific group. 

Quotas provide efficient control over how space is allocated and allow space to be prioritized 
and reserved for critical data.

LUN Groups
QES supports LUN Groups, which helps organize, manage, and back up LUNs. When 
performing an action on a LUN group, the action is performed on every LUN in the group. LUN 

groups support performing the following operations on all member LUNs:

In the middle layer of the storage space management architecture, a storage pool equals a 
RAID group made up of one or more disks, the underlying devices that store the data. A pool 
is then used to create one or more file systems (shared folders) or block devices (LUNs). 

These shared folders and LUNs share the pool of remaining free space. You can build, 

expand and configure storage space flexibly and dynamically at all levels of the architecture 
according to different requirements, and maximize physical storage device efficiency.

• Map: Map all member LUNs in the LUN group to an iSCSI target.
• Unmap: Unmap all member LUNs in the LUN group from an iSCSI target.
• Take a snapshot: Take a snapshot of all member LUNs in the LUN group.
• Snapshot schedule: Configure a snapshot schedule for all member LUNs in the LUN 

group. All member LUNs share the same snapshot schedule. You can also configure 

separate schedules each individual LUN.

• Revert: Unmaps the LUN group from an iSCSI target and then reverts all member LUNs in 
the LUN group. The member LUNs will be restored to the state at which the snapshot was 

taken.

• Clone: Create a copy of each member LUNs from a snapshot. The copy is stored in the 
same storage pool as the original LUN.

• Back up with SnapSync: Backup all member LUNs in the LUN group to a remote QNAP 
ES NAS. 
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SSD Life Monitoring
QES monitors and displays the estimated remaining lifespan of SSDs, displayed as both a 

number of days and percentage. This helps users to monitor the estimated remaining life of 

SSDs and to plan for replacement of SSDs. 

SSDs wear out after a certain number of writes and erases. Manufacturers usually provide 
a TBW (Terabytes written) rating as a reference for estimating SSDs lifespan. TBW is the 

total amount of data that can be written into an SSD before it fails. If the SSD's TBW rating is 

available, QES uses the formula as below.

Estimated Life Remaining = (TBW - Total Data Written) / Average Data Written Per Day.

Most SSDs also calculate remaining life in their firmware, and then provide that information via 
S.M.A.R.T. attributes such as SSD Life Left or Media Wear Out Indicator. If the TBW rating 

is unavailable, QES uses these parameters. The S.M.A.R.T. attribute ID of these parameters 
vary by manufacturer. 

If the TBW rating and S.M.A.R.T. life remaining attribute are both unavailable, QES uses an 
Opcode such as NVME_ADMIN_GET_LOG_PAGE to get the health information of the disk. If 

the TBW rating and S.M.A.R.T. life remaining attribute are unavailable, and if it is not possible 
to get disk health information using an Opcode, then QES cannot estimate SSD life.

Thin Provisioning
In thin provisioning, storage pool space is not allocated 

immediately when creating a shared folder or LUN. QES 

incrementally allocates storage space on demand, while 

data is being written. A thin provisioned folder can be over-
allocated, which means that its maximum capacity can be up 
to 20 times larger than the amount of free space in the parent 

storage pool. 

Thin provisioning allows more flexible and efficient use of disk 
space, but it may affect performance. Thick provisioning 

allows immediate allocation of storage space. Selected 

storage spaces will be instantly configured and cannot be 

used by other shared folders or LUNs. QES supports both 

thin provisioning and thick provisioning for shared folders and 

LUNs. The concept is as shown in Figure 8.

Thin Provisioning

Thick Provisioning

Figure 8: Thin provisioning vs. 
Thick provisioning
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Inline Compression
QES supports inline compression, which reduces data size by encoding it with fewer bits 
than the original representation when the data is being written to a shared folder or LUN. 

Enabling compression also increases read and write throughput as fewer blocks need to be 

read or written. 

In QES, compression is transparent, which means every file in the shared folder or LUN 

can be compressed without information loss. ZFS supports various compression algorithms 

including LZ4, LZBJ, GZIP and ZLE. QES uses LZ4 by default as it is generally the fastest in 

most use cases. 

QES compression does not require excessive CPU resources and is recommended for use 
on shared folders and LUNs. Compression should not be used for files that have already 
been compressed such as MP3 files, H.264 videos, and zip files, as the storage saved by 
compressing them again will be negligible.
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Inline Deduplication
Deduplication  is a data reduct ion 

technique that improves the efficiency of 
storage capacity utilization by eliminating 
duplicate copies of repeated data by 

leaving only one copy of data to be 

stored, as visualized in Figure 9.

QNAP adopts target-based, block-level, and inline deduplication based on ZFS. Target-

based means that the source site transfer data to the target site first, and then the 

deduplication process takes place at the target site. Block-level means that it can detect and 

eliminate smaller redundant chunks of the data within a file or among different files. Inline 

means that the deduplication process takes place immediately while the data is transferred 

to the storage device and being written to the disks. This combination (target-based, block-

level, and inline) has the advantage of requiring less computing resource of the client site, 
achieving higher deduplication ratios, and reducing disk requirements compared to other 
deduplication mechanisms. 

The deduplication process consists of three stages: Slicing data into blocks, computing the 
fingerprint, and searching the Dedup Table. First, ZFS slices files into small data blocks. When 
a data block is written to the disk, the system uses a cryptographic checksum to compute each 

data block’s fingerprint, which is used to identify if there are any identical blocks in existing 
data. ZFS maintains a mapping table, called the Dedup Table, which contains all fingerprints, 
locations, and reference counts. If a data block is written to the NAS with the same fingerprint 
as an existing data block, instead of writing to a new location, ZFS will check the Dedup Table, 
assign the same location to this data block, and increase the reference count by one.

Inline deduplication reduces the need for extra storage space, but requires more computing 
resources when writing data which may impact system performance. At first the impact 

is negligible, but as additional data is written and the Dedup Table increases in size, the 
difficulty of searching the table increases too. To avoid performance degradation during inline 
deduplication, QNAP uses the SmartDDT (Smart DeDuplication Table) algorithm to restrain 

the growing Dedup Table by monitoring the performance changes or the size of the Dedup 
Table. When some criteria are met, QES will stop the deduplication service. If this happens, 

either the data is not very repetitive and the application scenario may not be suitable for Inline 

Deduplication, or the NAS requires more system memory.

Data before Optimization

General Data General Data

Data after Optimization

Figure 9 Inline Deduplication
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Fast Clone
Fast Clone enables QES to create copies of files much faster and to save storage space. 

When you create a copy of a file in the same shared folder or LUN as the original file, QES 
modifies file metadata so that the original file and the copied file share the same data blocks. 
This greatly reduces required read and write operations as QES does not need to write a 
second copy of the file’s data. Also no additional storage space is needed to store the copied 
file, until data within the original file or the copied file is modified.

Fast Clone is not the same as Snapshot Clone, which is a feature that enables you to create a 
copy of a shared folder or LUN from a snapshot. You can use Fast Clone to copy files without 
needing to take a snapshot of the shared folder or LUN. 

Figure 10: Fast Clone vs. Traditional Copy
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Figure 11: With/Without iSER
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10GbE/40GbE networking
The Enterprise ZFS NAS provides PCIe Gen3 x8 slots connected to the CPU, allowing you 
to install 10GbE/40GbE network cards to boost virtualization, media streaming, and other 
bandwidth-demanding applications. Installing Mellanox® Smart NICs further adds support for 
iSER for improved VMware® virtualization performance. 

For the ES1686dc, you can also install a QM2 expansion card (QM2-4P-384) to add four 
additional M.2 2280 PCIe NVMe SSD slots to boost read performance with SSD caching, or a 
SAS expansion card (SAS-12G2E) for connecting up to seven 16-bay EJ1600 v2 expansion 
enclosures to seamlessly expand the potential storage capacity to over 1PB - with an 
unprecedented performance of up to 48Gbps per host connection.

iSCSI Extensions for 
RDMA (iSER)
QES supports the iSCSI Extensions for 

RDMA (iSER) protocol, which extends the 
Internet Small Computer System Interface 
(iSCSI) protocol to use Remote Direct 

Memory Access (RDMA). It allows data 

to bypass general network drivers, the 

socket layer, and to directly transfer in 

and out of SCSI memory buffers (which 
connects computers to storage devices) 

without intermediate data copies or 

excessive CPU intervention. In tests 
conducted by QNAP, iSER can increase 
random read/wri te performance on 

Enterprise ZFS NAS by up to 140% for 

VMware ESXi storage, and up to 250% 
for Linux.

Performance Optimization

Application and processing requirements constantly evolve - heightening the need for higher-
performance storage. But even then, high-performance storage alone is not enough to 
guarantee stable operations for multiple services running concurrently. The ability to allocate 

performance capacity is also paramount to balancing services. Under the premise that data 

integrity cannot be compromised, QNAP optimizes the performance of Enterprise ZFS NAS 
to satisfy mission-critical enterprise IT services. Facing the trend of increasing demands 
on All-Flash storage, QNAP develops a variety of software features that not only boosts 
performance, but also reduces wear and improves SSD lifespan. 
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Hierarchical Read/Write Cache
QES support ZFS hierarchical caching mechanisms that use layers of cache to speed up read 

and write operations. If we only take performance into consideration, all data should be stored 

and accessed in system memory, but this is unrealistic due to costs and hardware limitations. 

Therefore, data is automatically cached in a hierarchy to optimize performance versus cost. 
Frequently-accessed data will be stored in memory, and infrequently-accessed data is stored 
on SSDs. Data that is not accessed will be stored in HDDs. If data is suddenly read a lot, it will 

be automatically moved back to SSDs or memory. 

First level Second level

Where  

stored
System memory SSDs

Read  

Cache

Known as ARC in ZFS, due to its 

use of a variant of the Adaptive 

R e p l a c e m e n t  C a c h e  (A R C ) 

algorithm. Memory will always be 

used for caching, thus this level is 

always present. The effectiveness 

of ARC depends on the amount of 

memory available to QES. Provided 

that there is sufficient memory, the 

disks will not need to be accessed 

too often. If there is insuffic ient 

memory for ARC, ZFS will always 

need to access the underlying 

disks which impacts performance 

considerably. For Enterprise ZFS 

NAS Ser ies  and  o t her  s ing le 

controller NAS like TES-x85U series 

and TDS-16489U R2, the minimum 

memory requirement is 32 GB. The 

ES1686dc supports up to 512 GB 

of physical memory per controller.

Known as L2ARC in ZFS. Data soon 

to be sp il led  over f rom the ARC is 

added to L2ARC. Unlike ARC, L2ARC 

is optional. Enterprise ZFS NAS allows 

to mix SSDs and HDDs in one storage 

system and set SSDs for read cache and 

HDDs for data storage, to help balance 

cost and performance. QES adopts a 

global design for L2ARC, which means 

all storage pools can share the same 

L2ARC for the best space efficiency.

L2ARC uses striping to distribute data 

evenly on the cache disks and boost 

performance. If cache data is lost, an 

identical set of data can be restored from 

disk, so there is no need to worry that 

data consistency of the actual storage 

system will be compromised. 

Enterprise ZFS NAS does not restrict 

where the SSD cache can be installed. 

For ES1640dc v2, it is recommended to 

use the SSDs in system drive bays(bays 

1-4, bottom row). For ES1686dc, there 

are two M.2 SSD slots (PCIe Gen3 x4 or 

SATA 6Gb/s SSDs) which can be used 

as L2ARC. 

Shared folders and LUNs created in an 

all-SSD storage pool cannot use the SSD 

cache, as it would provide no additional 

performance benefits.
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First level Second level

Where  

stored
System memory SSDs

Write 

Cache

Handled by means of Transaction 

groups. Transaction groups are the 

way changed blocks are grouped 

together over a given short period, 

with each group eventually being 

writ ten to disk ideally while the 

next group is being collated. This 

allows writes to be organized more 

efficiently for the underlying disks.

Known as ZIL in ZFS. ZIL accelerates 

synchronous t ransact ions by using 

storage devices that are faster than 

those used in the storage pool. When 

an application requests a synchronous 

write (a guarantee that the data has been 

safely stored to disk rather than merely 

cached to be written later), the data is 

written to the faster ZIL storage, then 

later flushed out to the regular disks. This 

greatly reduces latency and improves 

performance, especially for applications 

with large synchronous write workload 

taking place, such as VMware ESXi, 

NFS and some databases. Like L2ARC, 

QES also adopts global design of ZIL, 

which means all the storage pools can 

share the same ZIL for the best space 

efficiency.

Enterprise ZFS NAS uses an on-board 

non-volatile M.2 SSD as SLOG (Separate 

Intent Log), which is a separate logging 

device for ZIL before data being flushed 

to slower disks. As stated in NVRAM 

Write Cache & Copy To Flash (C2F) 

section, the M.2 SSD is also used as 

cache for Copy To Flash (C2F) backup 

to ensure data integrity when a power 

outage occurs.
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Pool Over-Provisioning
One drawback of ZFS is the performance impact when a storage pool is nearly full. This is 

because of the Copy-on-Write behavior: ZFS always writes new data to a different block, 
updates the metadata to point to the new location, and then frees up the old block, rather than 

directly overwriting the old data. After many rounds of such a write process, the distribution 

of data on the storage pool becomes fragmented, which makes it more difficult and time-
consuming for new data to be written.

 

QES supports Pool Over-Provisioning, which allows you to specify and reserve a percentage 

of space in the storage pool to ensure consistent random write performance when the pool is 

nearly full. The below figure illustrates data being written to a storage pool with and without 
Pool Over-Provisioning. Without Pool Over-provisioning, when the storage pool is nearly full 
and fragmented, the new written data blocks will be separated. With Pool Over-Provisioning, it 
becomes possible for ZFS to find a continuous big block to store the new data. 

Pool free space Pool free space

Pool free space Pool free space

Reserved 
space

Reserved 
space

In general : Not enough space to put Data E Over-provisioning : No space for Data E

A

A

E E E

E

B

B

C D A B

B

C D

A B C D

E

EE C E D

EX.

EX.

Data E is put discretely Remove Data B and Write Data E 

Figure 12: Without/With Pool Over-Provisioning
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Enabling Pool Over-Provisioning ensures random write performance at a cost of storage 
capacity. The more space that is reserved, the higher the performance is guaranteed. The key 

to determine if such a tradeoff is necessary is to consider the read/write ratio and the demand 

for performance of the application. The higher write workload ratio, the more performance 

boost that Pool Over-Provisioning would bring. The table below lists the approximate 
Write I/O ratio of common applications for reference. In general, it is recommended to set 

the Pool Over-Provisioning value to 20% or higher. For write-intensive and performance-
demanding applications like SQL logs, surveillance and medical imaging, it is recommended 

to consider setting a higher value of Pool Over-Provisioning. For read-intensive applications 
like web servers, OLAP, and media streaming, the performance boost brought by Pool Over-
Provisioning might not be enough to compensate for the cost of storage space.

Applications Write I/O Ratio

SQL Log 95%

Surveillance 95%

Backup 95%

Medical Imaging 90%

Archive 50%

Exchange Mail 35%

VDI 30%

Video Editing 30%

OLTP 25%

File Server 20%

Web Server 5%

OLAP 5%

Media Streaming 2%
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This leads to an undesirable effect called write amplification, which means that writing to an 

SSD might trigger garbage collection, requiring many actual writes to the SSD's flash memory. 
This is especially serious when the SSD is nearly full because there are fewer blank blocks 

ready to be written immediately. Write amplification affects both the write performance and the 
lifespan of the SSD. Each erase causes a small amount of physical damage to an SSD block, 

which means each block can only be erased and filled a limited number of times. This number 
is known as P/E (Program Erase) cycles. Write amplification increases the number of P/E 

cycles, which reduces disk endurance and can cause a specific block to wear out more quickly 
than other blocks. For this reason, most SSDs have a command called TRIM (known as TRIM 
in the ATA command set, and UNMAP in the SCSI command set) which enables them to 
perform garbage collection more efficiently by freeing up blocks before the disk is nearly full. 

To make SSDs operate more smoothly, QES automatically performs TRIM on the SSD during 
initialization, which changes the disk’s status from Raw to Ready. Here are the situations 
which cause the disk’s status to be Raw. 

Figure 13: SSD Garbage Collection

SSD TRIM/UNMAP
SSDs use an array of semiconductor memory and transistors to store information without 

relying on moving parts and spinning disks. To store more data, flash memory cells are 

arranged in blocks, which are subdivided into pages. Each block contains 128 to 256 pages, 

and each page stores 2KB to 16KB of data. Data is written to the flash memory in pages. 

However, the memory can 

only be erased in blocks. 

Whenever an SSD is fu l l 

of blocks containing both 

valid and invalid (unneeded) 

pages, the SSD must perform 

a process called garbage 

collection to free up blocks. 

As shown in Figure 12, during 

garbage collection the SSD 

copies all valid pages (A, B, 

C & D, E, F, G) from a block 
(Block X & Block Y) to another 

empty block (Block Z), and 

then erases the whole original 

block (Block X & Block Y) so 

that it can store new data. 

Block X
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• Insert an uninitialized SSD. 
• The storage pool that the SSD belonged to was removed.

• The SSD has been removed from Cache Acceleration (L2ARC). 
• The SSD has been cleared from Dirty status.
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SSD Over-Provisioning
SSDs reserve a certain amount of space to perform garbage collection. This reserved space 

is called over-provisioning. To distinguish it from Pool Over-Provisioning, it will be referred to 
as SSD Over-Provisioning. 

Most SSDs are manufactured with at least 7% of their capacity reserved for over-provisioning. 
The more space that is reserved can further reduce the write amplification effect caused by 
garbage collection, because with more blank blocks the system can write the data into them 

immediately instead of having to wait for garbage collection to free up blocks and make 

them usable. QES allows you to reserve additional over-provisioning space when creating 
a storage pool. Like Pool Over-Provisioning, SSD Over-Provisioning is also an option to 
boost performance and reduce SSD wear at a cost of storage capacity. It is recommended 

to set this value by considering application scenarios and following the SSD manufacturer's 

recommendations. In general, set a higher value if you expect to ensure that the disks can
handle periods of high burst writes when the SSD is under heavy load. 

QNAP Storage QoS (Quality of Service)
As storage drives continue to drop in price, storage capacity is no longer the top concern 

for Enterprise IT users. Instead, driven by the increasing demands of various business 

applications, one of the most frequently-asked questions is “How do I sustain sufficient 
performance for each application?” This is especially true in environments where storage I/O 
is distributed to multiple applications concurrently. 

noisy neighbor

Decreased
performance

Figure 14: Noisy Neighbor Problem
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The term “Noisy Neighbor” is used when one application makes many I/O requests which then 
impacts the performance capacity of other applications using the same device. While a high-
performance storage deployment (all-flash storage) may help increase the total performance 
capacity, this alone will not be enough to ensure that multiple services run concurrently with 

stability. 

Another issue for enterprise IT administrators is the rigid bind between capacity and 

performance. This bind can force companies to buy additional storage systems or capacity, 

resulting in unnecessary expenditure trying to achieve stable performance for all applications.
QNAP Storage QoS is a cutting-edge, flexible and powerful Storage QoS technology, which 
not only solves noisy neighbor problems, but also breaks through the rigid bind between 

performance and capacity by provisioning them separately out of a single pool. 

Figure 15 illustrates the concept of QNAP Storage QoS. Applications are sharing the same 

storage device and the same system with limited performance capacity. The left side of the 

figure visualizes the unstable and unpredictable performance of applications without QNAP 
Storage QoS. The right part of the figure visualizes the stable and predictable performance 
when QNAP Storage QoS is enabled.

Figure 15: Concept of QNAP Storage QoS

Quality of Service
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For more information about QNAP Storage QoS, refer to the following whitepaper: 
https://files.qnap.com/news/pressresource/datasheet/190409_QoS%20Whitepaper_V5.pdf

https://files.qnap.com/news/pressresource/datasheet/190409_QoS%20Whitepaper_V5.pdf
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VM Backup with Veeam
Veeam® Backup & Replication™ helps achieve availability for all virtual, physical and cloud-
based workloads and provides fast, flexible and reliable backup, recovery and replication of all 
applications and data. The Enterprise ZFS NAS has been verified as Veeam Ready, verifying 
that it achieves the performance levels for efficient backup and recovery with Veeam® 
Backup & Replication™ for virtual environments built on VMware® vSphere™ and Microsoft® 
Hyper-V® hypervisors. Organizations can leverage the advanced capabilities of Veeam and 
Enterprise ZFS NAS to improve recovery time and point objectives and keep their businesses 

up and running. 

VMware, Microsoft and Citrix virtualization
The ES1686dc supports VMware® vSphere® 6.5, Windows Server® 2016, and Citrix 

XenServer® 7.0 for flexible deployment and management in virtualization environments. 

For more information on using VMware and Hyper-V with Enterprise ZFS NAS, refer to the 
following tutorials:

Third-party Application Support

With the explosion of virtualized environments within recent years, a growing challenge for 
administrators has been to accommodate storage requirements for a sprawling number of 
virtual machines. The Enterprise ZFS NAS provides supports a wide range of mainstream 

virtualization applications to help IT administrators increase the efficiency of virtualized 
environments in their organization.

Set up a VMware ESXi Datastore via iSCSI in QNAP Enterprise Storage
https://www.qnap.com/en-us/how-to/tutorial/article/set-up-a-vmware-esxi-datastore-via-iscsi-
in-qnap-enterprise-storage

Set up a VMware ESXi Datastore via NFS in QNAP Enterprise Storage
https://www.qnap.com/en-us/how-to/tutorial/article/set-up-a-vmware-esxi-datastore-via-nfs-in-
qnap-enterprise-storage

Using QNAP Enterprise-class ES NAS with Microsoft Windows Server and Hyper-V
https://www.qnap.com/en-us/how-to/tutorial/article/using-qnap-enterprise-class-es-nas-with-
microsoft-windows-server-and-hyper-v

https://www.qnap.com/en-us/how-to/tutorial/article/set-up-a-vmware-esxi-datastore-via-iscsi-in-qnap-enterprise-storage
https://www.qnap.com/en-us/how-to/tutorial/article/set-up-a-vmware-esxi-datastore-via-iscsi-in-qnap-enterprise-storage
https://www.qnap.com/en-us/how-to/tutorial/article/set-up-a-vmware-esxi-datastore-via-nfs-in-qnap-enterprise-storage
https://www.qnap.com/en-us/how-to/tutorial/article/set-up-a-vmware-esxi-datastore-via-nfs-in-qnap-enterprise-storage
https://www.qnap.com/en-us/how-to/tutorial/article/using-qnap-enterprise-class-es-nas-with-microsoft-windows-server-and-hyper-v
https://www.qnap.com/en-us/how-to/tutorial/article/using-qnap-enterprise-class-es-nas-with-microsoft-windows-server-and-hyper-v
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Veeam Backup & Replication software combined with Enterprise ZFS NAS provides a cost-
effective backup solution for VMware and Hyper-V that maximizes data reduction and scales 
to meet the needs of demanding enterprise environments. This affordable and complete 

backup solution allows setting up one or multiple Enterprise ZFS NAS devices as the backup 

storage, replicating VMs and backing them up to a remote site for an efficient disaster 
recovery solution. 

For more information on using Veeam® Backup & Replication™ with Enterprise ZFS NAS, 
refer to the following tutorial:

QNAP ES NAS Backup using Veeam Backup & Replication
https://www.qnap.com/en/how-to/tutorial/article/qnap-es-nas-backup-using-veeam-backup-
replication

QES supports OpenStack® Cinder and Manila file sharing services. With the QNAP Cinder 
Driver, the Enterprise ZFS NAS can provide block-level storage space to virtual machines. It 
not only accelerates the deployment of virtual machines and enhances virtual machine image 

access efficiency through iSCSI, but it is also easier to integrate into commercial cloud storage 
platforms, providing businesses with a flexible, easy-to-use, and low-cost storage solution. 

OpenStack Ready
OpenStack is a cloud-based operating system that controls large pools of compute, storage, 
and networking resources throughout a datacenter, all managed through a dashboard that 

gives administrators control while empowering their users to provision resources through a 

web interface. Users can deploy and manage cloud environment through OpenStack APIs of 

multiple open source software projects.

OpenStack

Dashboard

APIs

Standard Hardware

Your Applications

OpenStack Shared Services

Figure 16: OpenStack Architecture

https://www.qnap.com/en/how-to/tutorial/article/qnap-es-nas-backup-using-veeam-backup-replication
https://www.qnap.com/en/how-to/tutorial/article/qnap-es-nas-backup-using-veeam-backup-replication
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Qfinder Pro
Qfinder Pro allows you to quickly locate and manage all of the QNAP NAS on the same LAN. 
For instructions on using Qfinder Pro, refer to the QES User Guide.

myQNAPcloud Connect
myQNAPcloud Connect allows Windows users to access the published services of their 

QNAP NAS quickly and securely over the Internet via VPN. By using myQNAPcloud Connect, 
you can easily manage files by drag-and-drop within Windows File Explorer. For instructions 
on using myQNAPcloud Connect, refer to the QES User Guide.

Qutil
Qutil is a PowerShell script that sets the required Windows registry to ensure that the 
Windows host correctly handles the storage system behaviors for the Enterprise ZFS NAS. 

Those settings affect how the Windows host responds to a delay or loss of data. The values 

have been selected to ensure that the Windows host correctly handles events such as the 

failover of one controller in the storage system to its partner controller. You can select which 

LUNs need to be set to optimize MPIO load balance policy by using Qutil.

Snapshot Agent
Traditional backup methods lack mechanisms for maintaining data integrity. Data integrity 

relates to the insistent state of data files (for example, files that are open or data stored in 
RAM or a cache). In mission-critical data services, it is common to back up data while the 
applications that produce/modify data are 

still running. When using inconsistent backup 

copies for system restoration, it may result in 

data loss, server failure, or application failure 

if these backup files consist of application data 
or system state information.

To avoid these situations, we require intelligent 
backup methods that can better protect data 

integrity. Storage Manager's snapshot function 
supports iSCSI LUNs to rapidly back up and 
restore data. When creating a LUN snapshot, 

QNAP Snapshot Agent allows the NAS to 

communicate with the remote server (such 

as Windows Server or VMware vCenter) to 
ensure Application-consistent LUN snapshots. 

Other Utilities

QNAP provides a wide range of utilities to help you discover new and convenient ways of 

using the Enterprise ZFS NAS. To download all of these utilities, go to https://www.qnap.com/
download, select your NAS, then click on “Utility”.

VMware vSphere

Snapshot Agent

C:\ VM_1

Memory_1

C:\ VM_2

Memory_2

Memory_2

Memory_2

VMDK_1 VMDK_2

Figure 17: Snapshot Agent helps create application 
consistent LUN snapshots

http://docs.qnap.com
http://docs.qnap.com
https://www.qnap.com/download
https://www.qnap.com/download
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For more information on creating application-consistent LUN snapshots for backup and 
restoration, refer to the following tutorials:

Create Microsoft Hyper V Backups Using QNAP Snapshot Agent and VSS Hardware Provider
https://www.qnap.com/en-us/how-to/tutorial/article/create-microsoft-hyper-v-backups-using-
qnap-snapshot-agent-and-vss-hardware-provider

Using QNAP Snapshot Agent to take a VMware snapshot for Application Consistency  
https://www.qnap.com/en-in/how-to/tutorial/article/using-qnap-snapshot-agent-to-take-a-
vmware-snapshot-for-application-consistency/

For more information on using 

SMI-S Provider for SCVMM, 
refer to the following tutorial:

QNAP ES NAS SMI-S Provider 
for  System Center  V i r tua l 
Machine Manager
https://www.qnap.com/en-us/
how-to/tutorial/article/qnap-es-
nas-smi-s-provider-for-system-
center-virtual-machine-manager

SMI-S Provider for SCVMM
The System Center Virtual Machine Manager (SCVMM) is an administrative tool for central 

management of networks, physical servers, virtual machines, and storage devices. It is 

similar to Hyper-V Manager running in a virtualization environment but with more advanced 
features. In addition to the management of Hyper-V server virtualization, SCVMM supports 
managing VMware ESXi hosts, enabling you to manage the resources in a complex virtualized 
environment with better efficiency.

In a large virtualized environment, there are usually many servers and storage devices 
interconnected using a variety of protocols to achieve high availability and data protection. 

SCVMM allows you to centrally manage all virtualized workloads and expose storage 
resources to them. With SCVMM, you can model, deploy, and manage storage resources on 
Enterprise ZFS NAS with functions such as storage discovery, classification, provisioning, 

allocation, and decommissioning.

The QNAP SMI-S Provider is a required module for SCVMM. It allows communication 
between SCVMM and Enterprise ZFS NAS by using a standard interface that is based on the 
Common Information Model (CIM) protocol. The below figure illustrates how SCVMM enables 
users to manage the storage resources on an Enterprise ZFS NAS through a SMI-S Provider.
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Figure 17: Architecture Design for SCVMM with SMI-S Provider 
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Please note that there are multiple versions of vSphere Client and QNAP provides the 
corresponding versions for each of them. The legacy version was developed using C#, so it 
can only operate on Windows systems. From vSphere 5, VMware uses a web-based client 
which allows users to access the vSphere client from their web browser. From vSphere 6.5, 

VMware provides higher compatibility with more browsers. 
 

For more information on using the vSphere Client Plug-in, refer to the following tutorials:

Using QNAP vSphere Web Client Plug-in with QNAP ES NAS
https://www.qnap.com/en-us/how-to/tutorial/article/using-qnap-vsphere-web-client-plug-in-
with-qnap-es-nas

Using QNAP vSphere Client Plug-in (HTML) with QNAP ES NAS
https://www.qnap.com/en-us/how-to/tutorial/article/using-qnap-vsphere-client-plug-in-html-
with-qnap-es-nas

vSphere Client Plug-in
The vSphere Client Plug-in for QNAP ES NAS is an interface between ESXi and the ES 

NAS. It allows managing VMware datastores which reside on the Enterprise ZFS NAS directly 
from the vSphere client console, and verifying the status of all QNAP ES NAS managed by 

QNAP vSphere Client Plug-in. In a large-scale virtual server environment, management is 
centralized and straightforward. Administrators can easily control the status of the QNAP NAS 
and datastores and create additional datastores to multiple ESXi hosts with just a few clicks.

Figure 18: vSphere Client Plug-in helps centrally manage your storage

https://www.qnap.com/en-us/how-to/tutorial/article/using-qnap-vsphere-web-client-plug-in-with-qnap-es-nas
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Enterprise ZFS NAS supports VAAI for iSCSI and VAAI for NAS. VAAI for iSCSI supports 
Full Copy (hardware-assisted copy), Block Zeroing (hardware-assisted zeroing), Hardware-
assisted Locking, and Thin Provisioning with Space Reclamation. VAAI for NAS supports 
Full File Clone, Extended Statistics, and Reserve Space. 

For more information, refer to the following tutorial:

QNAP Plugin for VMware vStorage API for Array Integration (VAAI) 
https://files.qnap.com/news/pressresource/datasheet/QNAP_Plugin_for_VMware_
vStorage_API_for_Array_Integration_(VAAI)(English).pdf

VMware VAAI Plugin
VMware vSphere® Storage APIs – Array Integration (VAAI) offloads specific storage 

operations for improved performance and efficiency. With Enterprise ZFS NAS and VAAI, 
standard virtual machine management operations and deployment can be performed faster, 

using less ESXi CPU, memory and bandwidth.
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Figure 18: With/Without VAAI
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For more information on using the QNAP Storage Replication Adapter (SRA) to build a 
VMware disaster recovery plan, refer to the following tutorial:

Deploying VMware Site Recovery Manager with QNAP Enterprise Storage
https://www.qnap.com/en-us/how-to/tutorial/article/deploying-vmware-vcenter-site-
recovery-manager-with-qnap-es1640dc

VMware Storage Replication Adapter (SRA)
In addition to the previously-introduced Block-level Remote Replication: SnapSync, to further 
enhance disaster recovery solution for VMware, QNAP provides the Storage Replication 

Adapter (SRA) and integrates it with the VMware Site Recovery Manager (SRM), to provide 
enterprise-class remote backup & disaster recovery solutions to fulfill the need for business 
continuity of enterprise IT environments. 

The below figure illustrates a typical architecture of a VMware disaster recovery plan with 
Enterprise ZFS NAS. In this architecture diagram, there are two sites. The left side is the 

primary system that is being protected by VMware SRM, while the right side is the recovery 
site that will be launched and keep original services as usual. It not only ensures the business 

continuity when unexpected accidents or disasters happen to the primary site, but also 
facilitates enterprise IT to switch services to the recovery site without needing to worry about 

interrupting them while the primary site goes for maintenance. 
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Figure 19: Architecture of VMware disaster recovery plan with Enterprise ZFS NAS
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Qcinder & Qmanila
QES supports OpenStack® Cinder and Manila file sharing services. Cinder is a block 
storage service for OpenStack. It virtualizes pools of block storage devices and provides end 
users with a self-service API to request and consume those resources without requiring any 
knowledge of where their storage is deployed or on what type of device. Manila is the file 
sharing service for OpenStack and provides file storage to virtual machines and manages 

NFS and CIFS file shares as a core service to OpenStack. 

In addition to the basic block storage and file sharing service, the QNAP Cinder Driver (Qcinder) 
and QNAP Manila Driver (Qmanila) also supports extra advanced features such as performing 
snapshot protection, deduplication, compression and thin provisioning.
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